Nurse staffing levels are not only important for resource planning, but also for quality of care, patient outcomes, nurses’ well-being and job satisfaction. Nurse scheduling decisions specify the assignment of work shifts to nurses over a planning period, while respecting organizational policies and staff-related constraints. Nurse scheduling in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) is particularly challenging due to complexity of nursing resource needs. NICU stays require high levels of nursing resources which may be uncertain by the time of making the scheduling decisions. Further, the NICU nursing skill set is very selective which limits the ability to utilize nurses from other units (e.g., maternal/pediatrics). Currently, the Christiana Care Health System’s (CCHS) NICU nurse scheduling process consists of manual and time-consuming tasks. The objective of this study is to present a scheduling model that can readily be used to guide nurse staffing decisions. We present a multi-objective approach to incorporate multiple goals in the nurse schedule to be achieved. The scheduling model minimizes undesired deviation variables of the model goals while satisfying organizational policies, workload fairness-, and nurse healthiness-related constraints provided by the CCHS’s NICU medical and nursing staff.
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